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The thing with Satan is pretty easy. The Jews began in India, tailing the Aryan people who had a worldwide powerful empire in the Golden Age. Probably put there by Reptilians to infiltrate this great civilization.

They (Aryans) called their God Satyan or Satyam, which simply means Truth. People there practiced very deep spiritual knowledge, raised temples, and build gigantic and Godlike civilizations. They did the mantra of SA-TA-NA-MA to maintain their spirit on a high level. As revealed by Yogi Bhajan and others this was practiced for thousands of years and they had to rereveal it in order to save humanity from spiritual disaster.

They are taught high spiritual truths like people came from Brahma, which is basically a concept of the Aether. They humanize it into a fictitious ancient rabbi named Abraham. The wife of Brahma, Saraswati, is also humanized into the Hebraic Jewess Sarah. Same method all the time, the Reptilians can't understand shit spiritually.

Some Jews who were obviously having problems. Expulsion after expulsion, they stole from the cultures that had them in. And pervert and reverse meanings to get back to the people who didn't allow themselves to become Jewish slaves. They go to Asia, they see the Throne of Zeus in Pergamon, they call this the throne of the "Antichrist". They go to Babylon, Astarte the "Queen of Heaven" in Babylonian later will find herself and her name meaning "Abomination".

They go to Ancient Greece, Apollo, God of the Sun suddenly becomes "Appolyon" which means the dead one. They go to Egypt, Ra becomes the word for Evil in Hebrew, originally meaning Sun and Noble in Egyptian.

After large accumulation, they chase the Aryans into the next empire, the Roman empire. Jews were keeping their records of all this time, this is what makes them Jews, it's their cultural identity. Forged as anti-identity of the countries they have ruined. Due to having their ass kicked by the Romans too, they formulate a new hoax by synthesis, named "Christianity".

They impose it on the White Goyim and enslave it for hundreds of years, but all the Whites resist and still internally are Pagan, only to gradually get reduced,
until virtually diminished. By their own brain-dead, Christian 'kinsmen', who have fell for the new Jewish historical meme.

When this is done, they take everything they have stolen, name it "Evil" and change "Satan" and the names of the Gods into deplorable things, meaning hookers, unclean ones, darkness, death and deceit. All the opposite of what they always meant. The Jew forces this conception to this day and does all the memes to keep this going. As this subverted the spiritual power of their prey. Finally giving them a seasonal victory over their enemy.

The Jew lavishes in the stolen wealth and of course, moves forward to wipe out their prey in numerous ways. Strictly enforcing their mental control. They keep the truth of all their objectives hidden, punishing and misguiding those who may seek their way back. This is done mentally, spiritually, and with the new found social pressure of their new gem, "Christianity". And culturally corrupt their enemies, fragmenting history, burning records, and generally wiping everything out.

The Gentiles are put to sleep for centuries and are told that what sustained them since forever, and all their conceptions, are in false and reverse. Because some Kike said so. Many blindly follow this. Some do not. What remains is the Jew is the first who has weaponized religion, what was once the global spiritual culture of mankind. From Peru to the depths of Ancient India. What they cannot get their hands into completely, they neuter it's aggression and content from the inside. See India.

The Gentile people try to escape with what they have. At first people just become 'anti-Christians' or still practice the 'heathen ways'. They don't know jack shit about how to be "Pagans" anyone, so anything they read about this they take at face value. All they find is the Jewish conception of what Paganism was, blood-cult and ignorant filth.

Still incomplete, the fighting goes on as people internally cannot accept the Christian program. It clashes with them. When situation matures, and after we are out of the coma, we start formulating the important aspects of what we have lost. Which is what Spiritual Satanism is.

Spiritual Satanism does two things. It acts as decriminalization of "Satanism" (removing Jewish filth from the brain of people who wanted an initial revolt, that was meant to make it fail, thanks Jews), and at the same time, restores the system of the Golden Age. So people can re-ascent and as a result bring back the Golden Age.
The Jew hates because they know they have lost. But it is too late. They simply do not want this to happen as this time the world will become furious and possibly deadly towards them.

This is Spiritual Satanism for dummies.
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